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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 525, Sunday October 23, 2016
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Wikileaks Cites ZetaTalk
On Friday October 7, 2016 Wikileaks released a partial dump of the Podesta emails. Out of 50,000 emails reportedly available in
this hack, Wiki released only 2,050 on this first dump. The substance and focus was on Hillary Clinton, as Podesta is her campaign
Chairman.

WikiLeaks Publishes Two Thousand Emails from Clinton Campaign Chair John Podesta
October 7, 2016
http://dailycaller.com/2016/10/07/wikileaks-publishes-two-thousand-emails
WikiLeaks has released more than 2,000 emails it says are from Clinton campaign chair John Podesta’s personal email account.
The organization, which has been accused of acting in concert with Russian hackers, claims to have 50,000 emails in total from
Podesta’s Gmail account but released just 2,050 of them on Friday.
The Podesta Emails
http://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/
WikiLeaks series on deals involving Hillary Clinton campaign Chairman John Podesta. Mr Podesta is a long-term associate of the
Clintons and was President Bill Clinton's Chief of Staff from 1998 until 2001. Mr Podesta also owns the Podesta Group with his
brother Tony, a major lobbying firm and is the Chair of the Center for American Progress (CAP), a Washington DC-based think
tank.
But email 447 in the first dump was not about Hillary, except that her name appeared in the subject line, but about ZetaTalk! Email
447 was sent by an elderly corporate consultant, Don Smalter, who died just months later at the age of 88. A web search shows
that he was no fan of Hillary. He occasionally blogged, and when he did so his blog was carefully researched and organized.
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Donald J. Smalter
http://obituaries.ljworld.com/obituaries/ljworld/obituary.aspx
Donald J. Smalter, 88, of Lawrence, KS passed away February 4, 2015 after a brief illness. Don had a varied career in business
and was both a writer and speaker on corporate strategic planning.
Donald Smalter
http://www.zoominfo.com/p/Donald-Smalter/41198043
Don was involved in acquisition activity both in large corporations and on Wall Street. For example, he led the structuring of three
small company leveraged buyouts (LBOs) in the Northeast. As the acquisition-responsible executive in several major corporations,
he led efforts to successfully acquire more than fifteen private and /or public companies operating in a wide variety of industries,
ranging from consumer-related to technology-oriented firms. Prior to his acquisition responsibilities, Don served in a number of
positions in operations supervision, engineering and construction, corporate management, research, and product/process
development, as well as in Wall Street financing, investment banking, and money management. He has held the title of Assistant to
the President (Freeport Minerals). and Vice President of Corporate Planning (WR Grace). Don has published fifteen articles on
planning and acquisitions, including two in the Harvard Business Review, with seven republished in books. He was listed in Who's
Who in Finance 1992/3.
Email 447 was not about Hillary or even about her managerial skills, but was about ZetaTalk, its accuracy in focusing on the Earth
changes, and its predictions on what was to come. Paraphrasing ZetaTalk, Don gives an overview, heavily cited with foot notes to
establish the relevance of what he is referencing. Subjects on these matters are very rare in email dumps, in fact email 447 stands
alone on the Wiki archives covering many dumps during a search for UFO subject related emails. In addition to Podesta, Don also
copies John Holdren, the current Science and Technology Director reporting directly to Obama, and for some reason Senator John
McCain.
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John Holdren
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Holdren
John Paul Holdren (born March 1, 1944) is the senior advisor to President Barack Obama on science and technology issues
through his roles as Assistant to the President for Science and Technology, Director of the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy, and Co-Chair of the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology.
Tell Hillary She is Wrong on Climate Change
September 7, 2014
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/447
Glaciers melting at alarming rate! Huge uptick in meteor fireballs! Sharp rise in tornadoes, quakes, volcanic eruptions, sinkholes,
landslides, melting permafrost, ocean warming. Is a near-term worldwide cataclysm ahead? A gigantic hierarchical website of
transcribed communications to an American woman, over more than 15 years to date, from benevolent extra-terrestrials, claims
that Planet X (or historical Nibiru), four times larger in diameter than Earth and magnetically more than 20 times stronger, is on a
long elliptical path now slowly passing between the Sun and Earth - and does so every 3600+ years. The existence of Nibiru and its
long orbit was first revealed by the Jewish-American scholar Zecharia Sitchin in his 1976 book “The 12th Planet” and multiple
follow-on authored books all based on his Middle-Eastern archeological hieroglyphic interpretations. Nibiru was first spotted
remotely by USA astronomers in 1983 and reported at that time in the Washington Post - but since has been subject to a
governmental coverup. It is currently hidden in the Sun's glare, but distant photo images have been provided on the website and
the internet. … For verification, the one best source to review is *zetatalk.com <http://zetatalk.com/>*, the gigantic hierarchical
website.
Per the Zetas, the inclusion of this email in the first 2,050 emails of the Podesta file is not an accident, but quite deliberate. This
dump will be combed through by many in the media, looking for dirt on Hillary. Coming under the spotlight, this will encourage
discussion on Nibiru, the alien presence, and the ZetaTalk “gigantic hierarchical website”. The Zetas describe a push-pull process
for Prong 3, with the push being exoplanet discovery by the Dark Energy Survey infrared images and the pull being mention of
Nibiru, such as the Iraqi Transport Minister did on October 5, 2016.
ZetaTalk Comment 10/15/2016: Why was an email featuring ZetaTalk and its predictions among those included in the limited
release of the Podesta emails? Wikileaks had 50,000 such emails, and only released the first 2,050 on October 7, yet this
seemingly insignificant email was among them. It was sent by an aging engineer from Kansas, turned corporate consultant, who
was doing some blogging in his last days and soon after died of old age. He was no fan of Hillary Clinton. The sender, thus, is
insignificant. John McCain and Obama’s Director of Science and Technology, John Holdren, were copied on what was apparently a
plea to educate Hillary. The plea of course fell on deaf ears.
That said, why was this email selected to be part of the first Podesta email release? We have repeatedly emphasized that there is a
large team of humans and aliens working with each other, what we have called the Transformation Team. Wikileaks under the
direction of Assange, as well as Anonymous, DC Leaks, the Panama Papers, the Fulford groups, ZetaTalk and Nancy, Dunford,
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Putin, the Puppet Master and Trump, and dozens of other teams working quietly behind the scenes are included. These humans
work in close coordination with various Service-to-Other alien groups, under the direction of the Council of Worlds.
This particular email, number 447, was included to expedite the Awakening into the alien presence as well as to push the reality of
Nibiru into the media. The media of course is combing through these newly released emails, looking primarily for newsworthy dirt
on Hillary. They will stumble upon this email, get educated, get curious, and perhaps mix this in with their reports. Why was this
individual, Don Smalter, so impressed with ZetaTalk? He was no slouch, advised corporations including those on Wall Street, and
had an engineering background. The media is being given an excuse to talk about these subjects.

Jerusalem Trumpets
Coinciding with the Peres funeral and Jewish holiday of Rosh Hashanah, the feast of the trumpets, real sky trumpets were heard in
Jerusalem. Beautiful, multi-tonal trumpets were heard over a series of days that week. These sounds, always near water, are
nothing new over the past few years as plate stress sets bodies of water to vibrating. Starting in 2011 with the Trumpets of Kiev,
the Horns of Belarus, the Tampa Bay Howl, the Costa Rico Drums, and the Howling in Saskatoon. By 2014 howling was being
heard in cities from London to Mexico City to Munich to St. Paul. But the Trumpets of Jerusalem were noted because they would be
taken to have religious significance. Are they announcing that the end is near?

Are the Final Trumpets Sounding as Obama Betrays Israel and Worldwide War is on the Horizon?
October 8, 2016
http://allnewspipeline.com/Strange_sights_And_Sounds_Over_Jerusalem
As war drums are pounding across the world, strange sights and sounds were caught on camera in Jerusalem? Sounds that have
been noted across the globe for the past decade, often referred to as "sky trumpets," but in this case accompanied by a stunning
circle of clouds. We have to ask if these latest "sky trumpets," with the astounding ring of clouds, is yet another sign that the
trumpets of revelation are being blown to warn us of what is coming.
Sound the Trumpets ! The Celebration of the Feast of Trumpets- October 2016
October 2, 2016
http://whygodreallyexists.com/archives/sound-the-trumpets-the-celebration-of-the-feast
Sunday October 2nd, marks the beginning of the feast of trumpets for 2016. On this holiday of Trumpets, shofars are blown to
announce the holiday of Rosh Hashanah. Biblical Christians refer to it as the Feast of Trumpets. Moses declared and prophesied
that it would become a “memorial of blowing of trumpets” (Lev. 23:24,25) ‘Rosh Hashanah’ means ‘head of the year’. The Feast of
trumpets describe the catching away or “rapture” event where the final trumpet is blown and we fill find ourselves caught up into the
clouds.
To add to the impact, there was a circular cloud above Jerusalem. Clear skies, but a cloud halo appeared. Cloud halos are also
nothing new these past few years, since Nibiru arrived. The Zetas have variously explained them as aborted tornados, an exiting
mothership, or a magnetic maelstrom in the atmosphere.
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But the Jerusalem circle cloud looks more like the clouds themselves form a circle, not a hole in the clouds. And when combined
with the trumpets heard from many directions, implies an upper atmosphere disturbance or draft. Per the Zetas, the trumpeting
heard during the Last Weeks and Pole Shifts of yor were due to lightning in the upper atmosphere. These trumpets were reported
in the Egyptian Kolbrin, and are predicted in Revelations 8:6-7.
The days of stillness were followed by a time when the noise of trumpeting and shrilling was heard in the Heavens, and the people
became as frightened beasts without a headsman. … The Doomshape thundered sharply in the Heavens and shot out bright
lightings. Then a voice like ten thousand trumpets was heard … The whole of the land moved and mountains melted. The sky itself
roared like ten thousand lions in agony.
And the seven angels which had the seven trumpets prepared themselves to sound. The first angel sounded, and there followed
hail and fire mingled with blood, and they were cast upon the earth: and the third part of trees was burnt up, and all green grass
was burnt up.
ZetaTalk Explanation 5/29/2010: The last weeks are described in folklore or prophesied as being accompanied by trumpets, blasts
of a horn. Of course, the human animal perceives sound because of air mass changes. What is the noise from a trumpet but a blast
of air, vibrating at a certain frequency that humans have come to associate with a trumpet. Mankind is not familiar with
thunderclaps in the upper atmosphere, although man is aware that lightning does occur up there. Due to the extreme friction
caused by the wafting charged tail of Planet X, lightning discharge is humongous, with massive crackling discharge leaving the
Earth's upper atmosphere. This creates voids in the upper atmosphere, which clap, causing vibration in the lower atmosphere
where such vibration is interpreted by mankind as trumpets or horns.
But trumpeting, and the horns and howls heard recently have primarily been attributed to nearby water vibrating during stretch zone
stress, during the pulling part of a plate. Is this the case with Jerusalem? Jerusalem has the Dead Sea on one side, and the
Mediterranean on the other. And the border between the African Plate and the Arabian Plate runs right past Jerusalem. The Dead
Sea in fact lies on the plate border. No wonder they are vibrating. But why the prophetic cloud appearing at the same time? The
Zetas explain.
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ZetaTalk Comment 10/15/2016: Of course this region is going to hear trumpets or other sounds seemingly from the skies as the
Dead Sea cannot help but vibrate. It lies directly on the plate border, and when the African Roll crunches along, the water will
vibrate. But why the circular cloud overhead? On a day when there are clear skies, this clearly indicates an updraft. When plates
are on the move, they do more than tug and release the rock, creating vibrations. The electronic screech in the rocks is increased,
temporarily, until released by movement of the rock, and this electronic screech can create static electricity in the atmosphere,
causing air masses to move about. All religious symbolism aside, does any of this mean we are in the End Times? Yes, we are.

Hillary’s Fly
The big surprise during the 2nd Presidential Debate of the 2016 election in the US was not the sexual mud throwing (Trump’s
locker room talk vs Bill Clinton rapes) but the fly. A single black housefly arrived to land on Hillary’s shirt front, then bop up to land
between her eyes. Her loyal press tried to imply attracting flies was a good thing, but most on the Internet could not resist joking
about how flies are attracted to bull shit, garbage, and rotting bodies. Hillary seemed not to notice and continued her placid gaze.
Perhaps she did not feel it. Was this part of her face numb? The Zetas explain.
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Hillary’s Fly Conspiracy
October 11, 2016
http://conservativebyte.com/2016/10/hillarys-fly-conspiracy
We all know what flies are attracted to, but could this be a sign from above or is it a Russian Conspiracy.
Was Fly Sending Message when it Landed on Hillary Clinton's Face?
October 10, 2016
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/that-time-a-fly-landed-on-hillary-clintons-face
In Native American culture, every animal is believed to have a totem. So, when an animal (or insect, in this case) appears at a time
or in a place that it normally wouldn’t, that means it’s delivering a unique message to the person whose path it crossed. According
to starstuffs.com, “The lesson of fly is in the value of carrying your emotions, thoughts and feelings in order to act quickly in
sometimes unfavorable or uncomfortable conditions.”
Botox
https://www.drugs.com/botox.html
Botox (onabotulinumtoxinA), also called botulinum toxin type A, is made from the bacteria that causes botulism. Botox is also used
to treat certain eye muscle conditions caused by nerve disorders. This includes uncontrolled blinking or spasm of the eyelids, and a
condition in which the eyes do not point in the same direction. Botox Cosmetic is used to temporarily lessen the appearance of
facial wrinkles.

ZetaTalk Comment 10/15/2016: Hillary’s campaign staff is acutely aware of their missteps, and stay attuned to the Internet chatter
about their sick candidate. Photo captures of a urine bag tapped to her legs due to her incontinence resulted in a catheter spigot.
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Her tendency to have seizures resulted in firm rules about camera flash bulbs and limiting badgering during press conferences, but
primarily resulted in longer rest periods off the campaign trail. During these rest periods, her failing body undergoes extensive
rehab. She is literally put into a coma, fed by IV drip.
Any edema from heart failure is pulled from her body via strong diuretics. This reduced her coughing fits, which are caused by
water in the lungs from heart failure. But heart failure can result in sudden fibrillation of the heart, and unless paddled to restart the
heart, death results. Months ago this was addressed by having Hillary wear a portable defib device, often visible under her clothing.
Due to Internet chatter and photos, the campaign switched to having an ambulance in attendance, and even by October to having
a gurney back stage at her events. This too was documented by watchful eyes.
During Hillary’s coma rest periods, her Parkinson’s medication is reduced to zero as the drug becomes less effective over time, the
body acclimating to the drug. When she returns to consciousness they will again be fully effective. Prior to the 1st debate, she was
off the trail for days, supposedly prepping for the debate. For the 2nd debate, she was off the trail for 6 days. This is known in
medical parlance as a “drug holiday”. Her Pakinson’s has been revealed by her need to have her feet guided by a light, as
Parkinson’s causes the victim to freeze or get locked into repetitive behavior. As this has been caught on camera repeatedly, her
staff ensures a camera free exit from events.
But the symptom most dreaded by the Hillary campaign was the drifting eye, where her eyes would not focus or move together in
the normal synchronized manner. Hillary has MS, which is known to cause double vision, which is why Hillary wears Fresnel lens
glasses. MS also causes falls and lack of coordination. MS is controlled by steroids, but use of the steroids over a prolonged
period tends to cause seizures, also caught on camera. She wore anti-seizure sunglasses on 911. When seizures have been
caught on camera, Hillary joked and pretended they were deliberate, but a drifting eye cannot be consciously controlled.
How to ensure that Hillary looks healthy, normal, during the much watched 2nd debate? Gurney backstage, no flash bulbs allowed
in the room, well rested after a 6 day drug holiday, and now freshly on her MS steroids and Parkinson’s medication, and allowed to
rest on a stool, she is ready. To prevent a drifting eye pointing into her nose, her doctors injected the muscles on the inside of her
eyeballs with a muscle relaxant. Thus the smooth unwrinkled brow. Why was the fly attracted only to Hillary? The muscle relaxant
used is biological, and smelled to the fly like rotting flesh.
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